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Rules of the
Bureau of Workers' ComPensation

ChaPter 0800-02-27
Adjuster and Adjusting Entity Certification Program

New Rules

Rule 0800-02-27 .01 Purpose and Scope

(i ) purpose: The general purposes of this program are to assure that employees sustaining an injury arising

out of and in thé scope'of åmployment áre t'reated fairly and to assure that workers' compensation claims

are handled in an appropriate and uniform manner'

(2) Scope: This chapter and the rules within apply to all adjusting entities and adjusters subject to the

provisions of the Tennessee workers' compensation Law wño choose to participate in the adjusting entity

tertif icatio n prog ram or adj uster ce rtif ication prog ra m, respectively'

Authority: T.c.A. SS 50-6-101, 50-6-1 19, 50-6-127, 50-6-233, 50-6-4',15, and 50-6-419'

Ru le 0800-02-27 .02 Defin itions

The terms contained within these rules that are not specifically defined within these rules shall have the same

definitions as those estáotisneo by the workers' compensation Law and tle case.law ìnterpreting it. when any

terms that are used in these ruleid¡ffer from the definition established by the workers' compensation Law, the

definition established by the Workers' Compensation Law shall govern'

(1) ,,Adjusting entity" means a trade or professionalassociation, managing generalagency, pool, third party

administrator and/or insurance company licensed to write workers'iompensation.insurance in Tennessee and

shall also mean a self-insured emptoyei or group self-insured employers possessing a valid certificate of

authority from the commissioner oi commerce and insurance pursuant to T.C.A. S 50-6405'

(2) ',Adjuster,,, ,,claims adjuster", "med-only adjuster", or "claims handler" means a representative of an adjusting

entity who investigates ,norkers' compênsåtion claims for the purposes of making compensability

determinations, fiies or causes claims forms to be filed with the Bureau, commences benefits, and/or makes

set¡ement recommendations based on the insured's liability on behalf of a self-insured employer, trade or

professional association, third party administrator, and/or insurance company'

(3) ,,Administrator" means the same as the definition of "Administrator" in T'C'4. S 50-6-102'

(4) ,,Bureau,,means the Tennessee Bureau of Workers'Compensation as defined in T.C.A. S 50-6-102' an

autonomous unit attached to the Department of Labor and workforce Development for administrative matters

only, pursuant to T.C.A. S 4-3-1409'

(5) ,,Certified adjuster,, means an adjuster who has successfully completed the certification requirements for

adjusters as determined by the Bureau'

(6) ,,Course,, means any program of instruction, approved by the Bureau, given to satisfy the certification

requirements of this Program.

(7) .curriculum,, means a course of study, approved by the Bureau, which satisfies the certification requirements

of this program.

(B) ,,Training,, means a course of instruction, approved by tfre Bureau, provided by a training entity that includes

the topìðs specified by the Bureau to meet the initial training requirements of this program.

(g) ,,Training Entity" means any person or organization recognized as such by the Bureau for the purpose of

providing the adjuster training required by the Bureau'

(10),,Workers, Cornpensation Law" means the applicable Tennessee Workers' Compensation Law'i3ï",r"åba
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pursuant to T.C.A. S 50-6-101 et seq

Authority: T.C.A. SS 50-6-102, 50-6-233, 50-6-415, and 50-6-419

Rule 0800-02-27.03 Application and Renewal Fees

(1) The application fee and renewal fee for adjuster certification and adjusting entity certification shall be posted

on the Bureau's website. The appropriate fee to be submitted with the application shall be the fee in effect on

the date of the aPPlication.

Authority: T.c.A. ss 50-6-101, 50-6-1 19, 50-6-127, 50-6-233, 50-6-415, and 50-6-419.

Rule 0800-02-27 .04 Certification Process for Adjusters

(1) Prior to being designated as "certified", an adjuster shall:

(a) Make proper application, provide all required documentation and pay all appropriate fees;

(b) Complete all required curriculum with a training entity in effect at the time of the application;

(c) Achieve a passing score, as determined by the Bureau, on allfinalexaminations; and

(d) Be approved by and designated as such by the Bureau'

(2) No adjuster can take any examination unless that person has attended all required instruction required for that

examination.

(3) An adjuster, not successful in passing the examination and wishing to take the examination again, must.apply'

pay aú appiopriate fees and participale in all required instructions, as though for an initial application, prior to

re-taking the examination.

(4) The length of term for a certification designation is a minimum of twenty-four (24) months from the date of
' ' 

designaiion, at the discretion of the Administrator. Notice will be sent to adjusters that have been certified by

the Bureau at least th¡rty (30) calendar days prior to the expiration of their certification.

(S) An adjusting entity shall not allow an individual who has not been so designated by the Bureau to act as a

certified adjuster of Tennessee workers' compensation claims.

(6) There shall be no reciprocity granted based on certification or licensure achieved in another state's program'

(7) Adjusters designated as certified by this program shall be able to indicate his/her achievement on a résumé' ' 
anã job applicãtion only during the time frame the adjuster is so recognized'

Authority: T.c.A. ss 50-6-101, 50-6-1 19, 50-6-127, 50-6-233, 50-6-415, and 50-6-4',19

Ru le 08 00-0 2-27 .05 Re-certification Process for Adj usters

(1) prior to becoming re-certified, an adjuster shall have achieved an initial certified adjuster designation and shall

complete the curiiculum required foi re-certification at the time of the renewal application'

(2) Re-certification training, including achieving a passing score on the finalexamination, shall be completed with

the Training Entity prior to an adjuster being designated as a certified adjuster.

(3) The length of term for a re-certification designation is a minimum of twenty-four (24) months from the date of
' ' 

designaiion, at the discretion of the Administrator. Notice will be sent to adjusters that have been certified by

the Bureau at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the expiration of their certification.
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(4) A certified adjuster shall not be required to be re-trained and re-designated in order to adjust claims for a

different insuier, self-insured employer or third-party administrator during the period of time in which their

personal certification remains current and valid.

Authority: T.c.A. ss 50-6-101, 50-6-119,50-6-127, 50-6-233, 50-6-415, and 50-6-419

Rule 0800-02-27.06 Loss of Certification for Adjusters

(1) The Administrator may revoke or refuse to renew an adjuster's previously granted certification permanently or

temporarily based upon any of the following grounds:

(a) Failure of a certified adjuster to fulfill the requirements for re-certification prior to the end of the term of

certification;

(b) Misrepresentation on the certification application, as determined by the Administrator; or,

(c) Refusal or substantial failure to comply with the provisions of these Rules.

(2) Any adjuster losing certification shall be sent, via USPS to their last known address, a Notice of Removal by' ' 
the Buieau stating the reasons for having lost the certification status. Such mailing constitutes notice.

(3) An adjuster shall have thirty (30) calendar days from the date the Notice of Removal is sent in which to appeal

by responding in writing to ihe removal and to submit any responsive supporting documentation to the Bureau

for consideration. Failuie of an adjuster to submit a timely response to the Notice of Removal shall result in the

closure of the appeal.

Authority: T.c.A. ss 50-6-101, 50-6-119,50-6-127, 50-6-233, 50-6-415, and 50-6-419

Rule 0800-02-27.07 Certification Process for Adjusting Entities

(1) Prior to being designated a'"certified" adjusting entity an entity shall:

(a) Make proper application, provide all required documentation and pay all appropriate fees.

(b) Establish and implement a training program that complies with the requirements set forth in these Rules

for adjusters that process Tennessee claims.

l.Verifiable training provided by the adjusting entity to its adjusters that was provided within twelve

(12) months of an adjusting entity's initial application that meets the requirements stated within

these Rules may be used to satisfy the requirements of this section.

(c) For the cumulative twelve (12) calendar months prior to application, meet or exceed the requirements of

the Bureau's Rules Claims Handling Standards, Rules 0800-02-14 and General Rules, Rules 0800-02-

01, and the Medical Fee Schedule, Rules 0800-02-17-.20 in the timely filing/provision of:

1. First RePort of Work lnjury Forms

2. Employee Choice of Physician Forms

3. First Report of Payment of Compensation Forms

4. Notice of Change or Termination of Compensation Benefits Forms

5. Statistical Data Forms

6. Payment(s) to medical providers
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(d) Have at least 60% of its adjusters that process Tennessee workers'compensation claims be recognized
as "certified" by the Bureau.

(e) Have at least 75o/o of its supervisors that supervise adjusters that process Tennessee workers'
compensation claims be recognized as "certified" by the Bureau, and

(f) Be approved by and recognized as such by the Bureau.

(2) Documentation submitted with the application shall include:

(a) The individual names and total number of persons adjusting Tennessee workers' compensation claims,

including claims supervisors, on behalf of the applicant on the date of the application;

(b) The total number of adjusters and medical-only adjusters who have been awarded a Tennessee
Adjuster Certification as of the date of the application;

(c) An audit of the adjusting entity's achievements relative to the benchmarks listed above for the twelve
(12) calendar months ending with the month three months prior to the date of the application (example:

For an application dated June 1, the audit would be for the months of April 1 of the previous year

through March 31 of the current year).

(3) The term for a certification designation is twenty-four (24) months from the date of designation.

(4) Failure of a certified adjusting entity to fulfill the requirements for post-designation training shall result in that
entity being no longer considered a certified adjusting entity.

(S) An adjusting entity which is not designated by the Bureau to be a certified adjusting entity shall not identity
itself as holding such recognition.

Authority: T.C.A. SS 50-6-101, 50-6-119,50-6-127, 50-6-233, 50-6-415, and 50-6-419

Rule 0800-02-27.08 Re-Certification Process for Adjusting Entities

(1) Priorto becoming re-certified, an adjusting entity shall have achieved an initial Certified adjusting entity
designation, submit a completed renewal application with all appropriate fees and shall meet the requirements

of Rule 0800-02-27.07 above at the time of the renewal application.

(2) The length of term for a re-certification designation is twenty-four (24) months from the date of designation

Authority: T.C.A. SS 50-6-101, 50-6-1 19,50-6-127, 50-6-233, 50-6-415, and 50-6-419

Rule 0800-02-27.09 Loss of Certification for Adjusting Entities

(1) The Administrator may revoke or refuse to renew an adjusting entity's previously granted certification
permanently or temporarily based upon any of the following grounds:

(a) Failure of a certified adjusting entity to fulfill the requirements for re-certification prior to the end of the

term of certification;

(b) Misrepresentation on the certification application, as determined by the Administrator; or,

(c) Refusal or substantial failure to comply with the provisions of these Rules.

(2) Any adjusting entity losing certification shall be sent, via USPS to their last known address, a Notice of
Removal by the Bureau stating the reasons for having lost the certification status. Such mailing constitutes
notice.

(3) An adjusting entity shall have thirty (30) calendar days from the date the Notice of Removal is sent in which to
SS-7037 (Dec2017) 5 
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appeal by responding in writing to the removal and to submit any responsive supporting documentation to the

ALreau fór consideralion. Failure of an adjusting to submit a timely response to the Notice of Removal shall

result in the closure of the appeal.

Authority: T.c.A. ss 50-6-101 , 50-6-1 19, 50-6-127, 50-6-233, 50-6-415, and 50-6-419

Rule 0800-02-27 .10 Required Training Program for Certified Adjusting Entities

(1) prior to being recognized as a certified adjusting entity by the Bureau, an adjusting entity shall establish and

implement a training program for adjusters that process Tennessee claims and shall provide:

(a) Newly-hired medical-only adjusters with at least eight (8) hours of claims-related training;

(b) Newly-hired or newly-appointed claims adjusters with at least twelve (12) hours of claims-related

training;

(c) Medical-only and claims adjusters, who are not newly-hired or newly-appointed, with at least two (2)

hours of Tennessee-specific training each year; and

(d) Supervising Adjusters who are not newly-hired or newly-appointed with at least four (4) hours of

Tennessee-specific claims processing training each year.

(2) A¡ required training for new hires or newly-appointed adjusters shall be provided within the first thirty (30)
' ' 

calendar days of the date or hire or appointment to the position and shall include:

(a) Overview of the information contained one the Tennessee Bureau of Workers' Compensation's

lnternet homePage

(b) Overview of the Tennessee Workers' Compensation Law including

1. Notice requirements for employers and claimants
2. Adjuster duties when an injury is reported by an employer

3. Time frame for accepting/denying claim
4. Elements of good faith
5. Claims forms filing requirements/EDl
6. Exclusive remedY

(c) lnsurance principles of compensation

1. Medicalevidence
2. lnvestigations
3. Documentation
4. Tennessee-specific Compensability lssues

) Course of employmenUArising out of employment
i) Covered injuries
ii) Occupational diseases

5. Denying a claim

(i) Willfulmisconduct
(ii) lntoxication
(iii) Failure to use safety equipment
(iv) Statute of limitations

6. Fraud

(d) Medical billing codes

(e) Benefits Provisions
SS-7037 (Dec2017)
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(f)

(g)

(h)

1. Tennessee requirements for medical panels
2. Medical benefits
3. Temporary disabilitY benefits
4. Permanent disability benefits and issues concerning impairment ratings
5. Futuremedicalbenefits
6. Death benefits

Return to work and vocational rehab

Cumulative trauma and gradually occurring injuries

Medical terminology and abbreviations

1. Medical reports
2. Medical specialties
3. Common occupational injuries and diseases
4. Common medicaltests

(i) Controlling Costs

1. Employee Choice of Physician Form C-42
2. Medical Fee Schedule
3. Case Management
4. Utilization Review
5. Treatment Guidelines and Drug Formulary

û) Settlement negotiations

1. Mediation and Ombudsman Services of Tennessee (MOST)

2. Court of Workers'Compensation Claims
3. Workers'CompensationAppeals Board

(k) Ethical lssues

1. Elements of bad faith
2. Tennessee's PenaltY statutes

(3) All required training for medical-only and claims adjusters and Supervisors, who are not newly-hired or

newly-appointed, shall include information regarding industry best practices as well as any updates to the

Workers' Compensation Law or to the Bureau's rules and/or programming areas.

(4) Adjusting entities recognized by this program shall be allowed to indicate its claims processing services are' 
"necognìzed by the Tennessee Bureau of Workers' Compensation as a certified adjusting entity in

advertising and on its letterhead only during the time frame the adjusting entity is so recognized.

(5) The Bureau may, at its discretion, provide the names and other non-protected personal information, of any

adjuster or adjuiting entity that has been certified by this program on its website or in any other means it

chooses.

Authority: T.c.A. SS 50-6-101, 50-6-1 19,50-6-127, 50-6-233, 50-6-4',l5, and 50-6-419.

Rule 0800-02-27 .11 Civil Penalties

ln addition to other fees provided by applicable law and regulation, violations of any of these rules shall be subject to

enforcement by the Administrator pursuant to T.C'A' S 50-6-419.

Authority: T.c.A. SS 50-6-101 , 50-6-1 19, 50-6-127, 50-6-233, 50-6-415, and 50-6-419

7
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Public Hearing Comments

One copy of a document containing responses to comments made at the public hearing must accompanythe filing

prr"r"Åito T.C.A g 4-5-222. Agencies shall include only their responses to public hearing comments, which can

be summarized. Nó letters of inquiry from parties questioning the rule will be accepted. When no comments are

received at the public hearing, the agency need only draft a memorandum stating such and include it with the

Rulemaking Heäring Rule filing. Minutes of the meeting will not be accepted. Transcripts are not acceptable.

PUBLIC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

Recommend permitting reciprocity with other state's adjuster certification programs, particularly neighboring states

Response: The bureau disagrees with the comment. The certification program is voluntary but is specific to

Tennessee law. Reciprocity would not be beneficial for those adjusters seeking training in Tennessee claims

handling.

Comment:
0800-02-27.04

Comment:
0800-02-27-.05

Certification Process for Adjusters

Re-certification Process for Adj usters

Requiring adjusters to take an examination every two years upon recertification seems excessive.

Response: The bureau disagrees. Since the certification is voluntary in nature, a two-year recertification exam is

appropriate to stay current on law and procedural regulations'

Comment: Recommend relaxing the requirement that 75% of supervisors be certified, since these individuals are

not handling claims on a day-to-day basis'

Response: The bureau disagrees. Since supervisors by nature oversee the work of the adjusters whom they

supérvise, it is important thaithe supervisors have at least as much, if not more, knowledge of the TN law and

bureau rules as their TN adjusters.

Comment:We also recommend permitting insurers to rely on outside sources to provide training, instead of being

required to establish and implement their own programs.

Response: The bureau agrees, and this proposed amendment has been deleted from the rules.

Comment: Even though the adjuster certification program is voluntary, this will likely result in a mandatory

certification as TpAs iry to gaiñ competitive advantage over one another by touting their certifications. RFPs for TPA

services may start to ¡ncluOã certification as a requirement for bidding. Most adjusting entities are already regulated

ny tne Department of Commerce and lnsurance. The adjuster certification program and claims handling rules are

therefore unnecessary.

Response: The bureau disagrees. The certification program is not a license and is voluntary. The bureau met with

the bepartment of Commerce and lnsurance to verify that their department had no regulation of adjusters in their

Department, which primarily regulates insurance companies and not individual insurance adjusters.

Further, in TCA 50-6-41g, the general assembly has given the administrator of the bureau the following authority:

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this part or of title 56 to the contrary, in order to assure that injured

emptoyees are treated iairly and to assure that claims are handled in an appropriate and uniform manner, the

aOm¡netrator of the bureau of workers' compensation shall set standards by rule governing the adjustment and

setilement of workers' compensation claims by insurance carriers, self-insured employers, and any entity acting on

behalf of an insurance carríer or self-insured employer in the resolution of claims brought pursuant to this title- The

standards may include, but are not limited to, standards governing contactwith an employee after notice of injury

has been given, the processing of claims and procedures for making an offer of settlement.
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(b) The administrator shall promulgate rules and regulations'to effectuate the purposes of this section. The rules and

ieiutations shall be promulgated iñ accordance with the Uniform Administrative Procedures Act, compiled in title 4,

chapter 5.

(c) (1) The administrator may enforce the standards described in this section, and any rules promulgated pursuant

ìo'thìs'section, through assessment of civil penalties pursuant to the Uniform Administrative Procedures Act,

compiled in titie 4, chapter 5, against any entity employing individuals who adjust workers' compensation claims

undér this tile. Such pänalties may be in an amount not less than fifty dollars ($50.00) nor more than five thousand

dollars ($5,000) per violation. Eacñ separate act shall constitute a separate violation and may subject the entity to

assessment of additional civil penalties.

Comment: The adjuster rules will harm small and mid-sized adjusting firms more than large firms who have their

own in-house training courses or who have funds to hire independent trainers. Smaller TPAs do not have the

resources to provide this training.

Response: The bureau disagrees we disagree, but have amended the rule to allow only a minimum amount of

training that should be provided to any adjuster that is handling Tennessee WC claims.

Comments: The definition of "adjusting entity" should be modified to avoid confusion of TPA and payor concepts.

The current definition could capture aé many as 3 different entities, and 2 of those may not be providing adjusting

services. Also, the definition of adjuster is overly broad. lt should be limited to natural persons employed by an

adjusting entity who adjust claims, determine compensability, etc. As drafted it may include private investigators and

caie mãnageis. Also, "trade or professional organization" should not be included.

Response: The bureau agrees in part. This is a voluntary program as indicated in the "Scope" section. lf an entity is

coniused or unsure, theylould ciroose to not participate or contact the bureau for guidance. The definition of

"adjuster" has been amended.

Comment: An Associate in Claims (AlC) should automatically qualify for a certification. Those having 5 years or

more of experience adjusting TN claims should automatically qualify for certification. Also, certifications should be

for life and should not have to be renewed every two years.

Response: The bureau disagrees. The Tennessee voluntary certification is specific to Tennessee. The renewal

provides an opportunity to keep up to date on current law and procedures.

Comment: The bureau should grant basic due process rights in suspending or cancelling certifications.

Response: UApA contested case hearing rules have been adopted by the bureau. TCA 50-6-118 and the bureau

rules do not require a pre-penalty contested case hearing, but allow for a post-assessment appeal.

Comment: Regarding certification, need to make sure there are ADA provisions for those who have special needs or

disabilities, suóh as ñaving the test read to them, extra time to complete the testing, etc.

Response: The bureau agrees with the comment regarding ADA provisions for those who have disabilities or

special needs; and the appropriate accommodations will be made'

Comment: proposed Rule 0800-02-27.01(2) Scope: We support the apparent intent of the rules to make the

certification pro'cess for adjusters and the certification process for adjusting entities voluntary for adjusters an-d

adjusting eniities, respectiúely. However, the rule, as drafted, can be interpreted as making the adjuster certification

prógram'votuntary while making the adjusting entity certification program mandatory. We oppose making the

adjusting entity certification program mandatory.
Recomñende-d wording: Thís cñapter and the rules within apply to all adjusting entities and adjusters subject to the

provisions of the Tennãssee Workers' Compensation Law that choose to participate in the adjusting entity

certification prog ra m or adj uster certification prog ra m, respectively.

Response: The bureau agrees and has made the recommended change.

Comment: Rule 0800-02-27-.02 Definitions in subsection (2) "Adjuster" "claims adjuster, "med-only adjuster", or
,,claims handler" means a representative of an adjusting entity who investigates workers' compensation claims, files

or causes claims forms to be filed with the Bureau, commences benefits, and/or makes settlement

recommendations based on the insured's liability on behalf of a self-insured employer, trade or professional
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assoc¡ation, third party administrator, and/or insurance company. This is a little different than the definition of an

adjuster and claims handler found under proposed Rule 0800-02-01-.02, which is "(2) "Adjuste/' or "claims handler"

méans a representative of an adjusting entity who investigates workers' compensation claims, files or causes claims

forms to be filed with the Bureau, commences benefits, and/or makes settlement recommendations
based on the insured's liability on behalf of a self-insured employer, trade or professional association, third party

administrator, and/or insurance company."

Response: The bureau agrees and the definitions have been edited for consistency with other rules.

Comment Rule 0800-02-27.03 Application and Renewal Fees. (1) The application fee and renewal fee for adjuster

certification and adjusting entity certification shall be posted on the Bureau's website. The appropriate fee to be

submitted with the application shall be the fee in effect on the date of the application. The fees are unknown at this
point?

Response: Yes, the fee will be determined by the Administrator.

Comment: ln Rule OSOO-02-27.04 Certification Process forAdjusters (3) An adjuster, not successful in passing the

examination and wishing to take the examination again, must apply, pay all appropriate fees and participate in all

required instructions, as though for an initial application, prior to re{aking the examination.
Suggested that a period of six months be permitted in which an adjuster could take the final examination again after

failing, before making the adjuster "start from scratch" in the Certification Process.

Response: The bureau disagrees with the comment.

Comment: The length of term for a certification designation is twenty-four (24) months from the date of designation.

Suggested that the term of certification be increased.

Response: The bureau agrees. Two years is consistent with other states that have a similar certification program,

but this may be extended at the discretion of the Administrator.

Comment: ln Rule OSOO-02-27.05 Re-certification Process for Adjusters (3) The length of term for a re-certification

designation is twenty-four (24) months from the date of designation.
Suggested that the term of recertification be increased. Further, one of our insureds suggested it would be more

rea!ônable to require a certain number of hours of continuing education per certification period, rather than retesting

for recertification, as this would be more in line with other professional standards in Tennessee.

Response: The bureau agrees. The 24-month period will be a minimum and will be subject to extension by the

Administrator.

Comment tn Rule OSOO-02-27.06 Loss of Certification for Adjusters (2) Any adjuster losing certification shall be

sent, via USPS to their last known address a Notice of Removal by the Bureau stating the reasons for having lost

the certification status. Such mailing constitutes notice. (3) An adjuster shall have thirty (30) calendar days from the

date the Notice of Removal is sent in which to appeal by responding in writing to the removal and

to submit any responsive supporting documentation to the Bureau for consideration. Failure of an adjuster to submit

a timely response to the Notice of Removal shall result in the closure of the appeal.
lf this iõ being deemed an appeal, then notice and opportunity to be heard should be provided before certification is

removed or denied. From a practical standpoint, if certification is removed or denied and an adjuster later sufficiently
proves the same was improper, the adjuster would have to go through the entire certification process again although

the removal or denial was improper. The same comment applies for loss of certification of adjusting entities in Rule

0800-02-27-.09(5).

Response: The bureau disagrees. Reinstatement does not require going through the recertification process.

Comment: Rule 0800-02-27 .07. Certification Process for Adjusting Entities (3) The term for a certification

designation is twelve (12) months from the date of designation. Suggested that the term of certification be

increased to that of an adjuster as currently written or longer as suggested.

Response: The bureau agrees and will extend the period to 24 months.

Comment Rute 0800-02-27.10. Required Training Program for Certified Adjusting Entities. (2) At least 50% of those

training hours shall be conducted in-person with an instructor or by a Tennessee licensed attorney. Any training not

conducted in-person may be done on-the-job under the supervision of an instructor or a Tennessee-Certified
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adjuster or through any other appropriatemethod. Shouldn't this read "...a Training Entity or by a Tennessee

t¡cónseO attorney-' instäad since Training Entity is the defined terms under the Rules?

Response: The bureau agrees and has eliminated this requirement.

Comment: Adjusters - Current adjusters/claim managers with experience 7 years' experience or more should be

grandfathered into the certification requirement. Then should be added to the mandatory annual continuing

education requirement.

Response: The bureau disagrees. The voluntary certification is Tennessee specific and includes training on

Tennessee law and regulations.

Comment: Adjusting Entities - Must train their adjusters with verifiable training methods within 12 months of the

application toîanOË claims within TN. Application will include and audit by TDOL. (What type of cost can we expect

to incur associated with the training mandated by the state?)

Response: Costs should be minimal for this training.

Comment: Adjuster Certification - Will this be voluntary or will it be required? Does it apply to self-administered

ãrpiové*z w¡ll tn" Claims Manager that works for lngram, with 25 years' experience- handling workers comp

claims in Tennessee, be requireo ó tat<e hours of training and a test every 2 years? lf a test needs to be passed, it

seems like courseware can 
'be 

provided without any mandatory classes or training. Also, every two years is way too

often to recertify. Many other professions, you pass the test once and then have continuing education to maintain

certification. Seems like this would be a boon to the Bureau's annual conference. ln brief, I am not against some

form of certification if it is achieved on merit and not just a cash grab from the Bureau and if that certification does

not lead to extraneous costs and lost time due to required training. My biggest concern is that the adjuster licensing

will simply add cost to the system. lf they plan on doing this, they need to make the tests mean something. They

have to have some content. They cannot be obtained as easily as buying a fishing license. Some should fail the

test.

Response: This is a voluntary certification. Self-insured employers may participate. Trro years for recertification is

conå¡stent with other states. Îhe bureau disagrees regarding the alleged "cash grab" as the program is voluntary.

This is not a licensing, but a certification. Costs should not be prohibitive.

Comment: There is a typo on page 7 of the Adjuster, Entity Certification Program presentation. lt refers to for C-41

as'Employee Choice óf enysiclan Form'. Shouldn't that be C-42? C-41 is the Wage Statement.

Response: The bureau agrees and the change has been made'

Comment: References to the Tennessee Workers' Compensation Act should be changed to Tennessee Workers'

Compensation Law to be consistent with the language in T.C.A. S 50-6-101 et seq.

Response: The bureau agrees and the change has been made'

Comment: ln the purpose and Scope section, clarification is requested regarding the voluntary nature of the

program, in light of language in .0a(5) dealing with certified adjuster title.

Response: The program is voluntary in nature.

Comment: What will the application and renewal fee be?

Response: This fee will be determined by the Administrator and will be in an amount sufficient to cover the cost of

administering the Program.

Regulatory FlexibilitY Addendum

pursuant to T.C.A. SS 4-5-401 through 4-5-404, prior to initiating the rulemaking process as described in T.c.A.

g i-s-zozl^Xe) anJi.c.A. S 4-s-20i1a¡, all agencies shallconduct a review of whether a proposed rule or rule

affects small businesses.
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1. The type or types of small business and an identification and estimate of the number of smallbusinesses
subject to the proposed rule that would bear the cost of, or directly benefit from the proposed rule: The amended
rules should not affect small employers that fall under the Tennessee Workers' Compensation Laws, which
wouldbe employers with at least five employees, or for those in the construction industry at least one employee.
There should be no additional costs associated with these rule changes.

2. The projected reporting, recordkeeping and other administrative costs required for compliance with the
proposed rule, including the type of professional skills necessary for preparation of the report or record. There is

no additional record keeping requirement or administrative cost associated with these rule changes.

3. A statement of the probable effect on impacted small businesses and consumers: These rules should not

have a negative impact on consumers or smallbusinesses.

4. A description of any less burdensome, less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose

and objectives of the proposed rule that may exist, and to what extent the alternative means might be less

burdensome to small business: There are no less burdensome methods to achieve the purposes and objectives
of these rules.

5. Comparison of the proposed rule with any federal or state counterparts: None.

6. Analysis of the effect of the possible exemption of small businesses from all or any part of the requirements
contained in the proposed rule: Exempting small businesses could frustrate the small business owners'access to

the services provided by the Bureau of Workers' Compensation and timely medical treatment for injured workers,
which would be counter-productive.

lmpact on Local Governments

Pursuant to T.C.A. SS 4-5-220 and 4-5-228 "any rule proposed to be promulgated shall state in asimple
declarative sentence, without additional comments on the merits of the policy of the rules or regulation, whether
the rule or regulation may have a projected impact on local governments." (See Public Chapter Number 1070

(http://state.tn.us/sos/acts/106/pub/pc1070.pdf) of the 2010 Session of the General Assembly)

These proposed rules will have little, if any, impact on localgovernments

SS-7037 (Dec 2017)
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Additional lnformation Required by Joint Government operations committee

All agencies, upon filing a rule, must also submit the following pursuant to T.C.A. S 4-5-226(iX1)

(A) A brief summary of the rule and a description of all relevant changes in previous regulations

effectuated bY such rule;

These rules establish a voluntary adjuster certificat ion program for worke rsl compensation claims in

Tennessee

(B) A citation to and brief description of any federal law or regulation or any state law or regulation

mandating promulgation of such rule or establishing guidelines relevant thereto;

T c.A. s 50-6-4 1 9 méndates the adm in istrator of the bu reau of workers' compen sation set standards by rule

the ad ustment and settle ment of workers' nsation cla rms

(C) ldentification of persons, organizations, corporations or governmental entities most directly affected by

this rule, and whether those persons, organizations, corporations or governmental entities urge

adoption or rejection of this rule;

(D) ldentification of any opinions of the attorney general and reporter or any judicial ruling that directly

relates to the rule;

(E) An estimate of the probable increase or decrease in state and local government revenues and

expenditures, if any, resulting from the promulgation of this rule, and assumptions and reasoning upon

which the estimate is based. Ân agency shall not state that the fiscal impact is minimal if the fiscal impact

is more thantwo percent (z%) of the agency's annual budget or five hundred thousand dollars

($500,000), whichever is less;

The overall effect will have little fiscal impact uPon state or local government.

(F) ldentification of the appropriate agency representative or representatives, possessing substantial

knowledge and understanding of the rule;

(G) ldentification of the appropriate agency representative or representatives who will explain the rule

at a scheduled meeting of the committees;

Troy Haley, Legislative Liaison and Director of Administrative Legal Services

(H) Office address, telephone number, and email address of the agency representative or representatives

who will explain the rule at a scheduled meeting of the committees:

Tennessee Bureau of Workers' ComPensation
220French Landing Drive, Floor 1-B

Nashville, TN 37243
(615) 532-0179

(l) Any additional information relevant to the rule proposed for continuation that the committee requests.

Workers' compensation NSurance carriers and se rf-i nsu red employers who participate n th IS volu ntary

ram wi be affected the or of these rules.

None

Ha Liaison d Director istrative ServicesT Admof lnnaslativeLe
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None
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Robert A. Greene 
Assistant Director of Publications 

Mr. Troy Haley 

Tennessee Secretary of State 

Tre Hargett 

Publications Division 

312 Rosa L. Parks Avenue, 8th Floor 

Nashville, Tennessee 37243-1102 

April 12, 2018 

Bureau of Workers' Compensation 
Department of Labor and Workforce Development 
220 French Landing Drive, 1-B 
Nashville, TN 37243 

Dear Mr. Haley, 

615-253-4571 
Robert.A.Greene@tn.gov 

Per your conversation with our staff, we have corrected the typographical error in the rule 
filing for rule chapter 0800-02-27 (sequence number 03-01-18). In rule 0800-02-27-.10(2)(a), we 
have corrected the word "one" to read "on." If you have any questions, please feel free to contact 
my office at 615-741-2650. 

Sincerely, 

R~~~-::en~< ~__Q_ 
Assistant Director of Publications 

sos.tn.gov 


